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Lens of research 
Neurodiversity Model, Social View of Disability
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Defining scripting 
“Delayed Echolalia” “Scripting” 

-Term used primarily in research
-Emphasis is on it as a behavior to 
be eradicated 
-Traditional research lacks autistic 
voices
-Lack of  understanding of the 
communication and self-regulation 
benefits it provides the individual 

-Term used more often by the 
autistic community
-Emphasized as linguistic  
communication tool 
- For some it is  used as a synonym 
for delayed echolalia 



Key Terms 



Video
-

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1d4plxZwQubKpyvZuc-cNJRLFETPIMcHm/preview


Scripting As communication 
● A way to interact and to solicit play
● To express understanding, socialize, communicate 

a need
● To communicate a feeling
● To reduce the stress of a situation through humor
● Self-monitoring strategy/behavioral reminder
● To self-regulate, for calming or fun 

(Prizant & Rydell, 1984; Tarplee & Barrow, 1999; Prizant, 2015; Sterponi & Shankly, 2006; Wooton, 1999)



Scripting can...
● Change over time (Mitigated Scripting)
● Be impacted by the listener
● Be used as neologisms, with private understandings
● Act as a strong emotional connection 
● Can be animated, mimicking voice inflection and tone 
● Be better understood by knowing the history, context, and 

sources of the script 

(Sterponi and Shankey, 2013)



Scripting as communication hits the mainstream 



Disney Movie enthusiasm as a link 
-Due to Owen’s fascination with Disney, some of the 
professionals suggested putting the TV under lock and key

-At the time, the majority of Owen’s speech was taking the 
form of scripts based on various Disney films 

-Began to see how Owen was using Disney to connect and 
understanding the complex world around him 

-The family’s approach changed and they began to utilize 
Disney as  way to learn about Owen and connect with him, 
including some creative role play with Iago from Aladdin



Briannon Lee 
Blogger, Autistic Voice

“Sharing our passions with people we 
love is how we show we care and how we 
connect with you” (pg. 1). 



video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1heMZVH3IazoiTpcpdXlvpFxwPXkZQ_3h/preview


PUrpose of the study (Arnold, 2019)
•
•

•

•



Research Questions 
•

•

•



Research questions 

•

•



Methods 
-Qualitative Methods

-Online survey data on a national level of Autistic adults 
age 18 and older

-Pilot to assist in creating the survey questions and format 
with feedback from an austistic advocate 

-Option for follow-up semi-structured interview (Part 2)  



Research Methods 
•
•
•
•

•
•

•



Participants 
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•





Results: Benefits 



Benefits: Communication 



Benefits: Communication 
Autistic adults reported that scripting helps 
to: 

1. Engage in small talk 
2. Communicate complex thoughts
3. Communicate their emotions
4. It is beneficial when faced with stressful 

situations 



Complex Thoughts (video) 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RC3OZG0tO6cvQI7JkqvKNN2vcX08o13U/preview


Benefits: Stressful Situations
Stress can impact communication, and this was especially 
true for the study participants. 

- Stress can lead to overstimulation and shut down, and 
scripting helps to avoid that

- Readily prepared scripts can decrease anxiety 

Language is on a very flexible continuum, especially 
autistic adults 



Autism as a continuum 





Benefits
Comfort: 

Used for pleasure, both comforting and fun

Career Success: 

32% of all participants described the positive impact 
scripting has in relation to their job success  



Barriers: REFLECTING ON CHILDHOOD SCRIPTING 
Isolation 

Embarrassment 

Negative Assumptions 

- “Retarded” “Annoying” “Strange”
- Neurology of the Listener  



Barriers with communication Partners 
-Over-reliance on scripting

-Being misinterpreted

-Pressure to fit in 

•



Features of scripting (Arnold, 2019) 

•
•

•
•
•
•



Strategies and supports to improve communication
Handout- 



Questions
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